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Preface 

 According to George Buelow’s article in Grove,1 Johannes Nucius (c1556-1620) was a theorist 
and composer of the transitional period between Renaissance and Baroque.  This can be seen in his 
concern for the older sixteenth-century conception of composition and counterpoint as compared to his 
more Baroque concern for rhetorical devices in music that play a large part in the seventeenth-century 
and later. 
 Nucius represents one of the fairly few sources on what was apparently a very important 
“compositional” practice from the Middle Ages well into the seventeenth century and with a last gasp in 
the early eighteenth:  improvised vocal counterpoint, called by the Latin derivative “sortisatio” in what 
Ernest Ferand identifies as the German tradition of the practice.2  Instructions for such improvised vocal 
counterpoint appear in medieval manuscripts, and the technique itself could well be the origin of 
organum.  By the sixteenth century music theorists more conscious of formal, written composition 
struggled with how to understand the unwritten, improvised technique.  The nature of this intellectual 
struggle is amply documented by Ferand in two articles of the 1950s, to which the reader is directed for 
further understanding.3  It is probably not too coarse a generalization to say that improvised 
counterpoint was included as a type of counterpoint but not with written types of counterpoint as 
composition “proper,” for that was exclusively written.  Improvised counterpoint, sorisatio, also suffered 
under and association with the “vulgar crowd” as will be seen in Nucius’ text, even though he conceded 
that musicians more elevate also practiced it. 
 The present purpose is more narrow than an effective review of the history of improvised vocal 
counterpoint in the texts; it is simply to call attention to what was once an important form of improvised 
composition (pace Nucius et al.) and to make a few of the texts on the subject more readily available.4  It 
may also interest the reader to know a little more of the specifically German background of sortisatio.  A 
few of the references from the literature identified by Ferand are presented here.5 
 The earliest use of sortisatio appears in Nicolas Wollick’s Opus Aureum (1501), with the 
pertinent passage possibly attributable to Melchior Schamppecher. 

Hac ultima parte de modo componendi seu contrapuncto simplici quippiam disseramus.  
Quae tam etsi realiter idem sint.  Tamen (cum modus componendi quo ad diversarum 
vocum compositionem, contrapunctus vero ad plani cantus sortisationem consideretur) 
nihil prohibit ea ratione differe.  Est enim sortisare ut summatim dicam cantus 
nonnullum diversis melodiis improvise ordinare. (Hiv) 

In this last part concerning the method of composition or simple counterpoint let us say 
something specific.  Which [things] even though they be really the same, nevertheless, 
(since the method of composing is considered [to be] for a combination of different 
voices, but counterpoint is for sortisatio of plain chant) nothing prevents a difference for 
that reasoning, for sortisare is, as I will briefly say, to arrange some chant with diverse 
melodies by improvisation. 

                                                            
1 S.v. “Nucius.” 
2 Ferand, “Sodaine,” 11. 
3 Ferand, “Sodaine,” and “Improvised.” 
4 The text of Lusitano already appears in this series and that of Henry Madin is in preparation. 
5 Ferand, “Sodaine.” 
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Ferand considers this passage in Opus Aureum to be the source of Nucius’ distinction between 
counterpoint and composition, and certainly the crucial phrase is quite similar. 

Wollick:  Est enim sortisare . . . cantum nonnullum diversis melodiis improvise ordinare. 

Nucius:  Contrapunctus vero est plani Cantus diversis melodiis incedentis, subita ac 
improvisa ex sorte ordination. 

In turn, Nucius is considered to be the source of the discussion in Joachim Thuringus’ book Opusculum 
Bipartium (1624).  In answer to the question of what sortisatio is, Thuringus says: 

Est enim, quod usualis musica, cum sine arte fortuita fit, & improvisa consonantiarum 
Coaptatio. (Pt. 2, p. 14). 

Surely it is that practical music, since it is made by chance without training, and [is] the 
improvised joining together of consonances. 

This is almost a literal quote from Nucius: 

Est autem Sortisatio, idem quod usualis Musica, cum sine arte fortuita fit & improvisa 
Consonantiarum coaptatio.  (Aivv) 

To Nucius’ disparaging characterization of its practitioners: 

qua canendi forma fossores, metallici, equites, sartores, sutores, & reliquum 
moechanicorum vlugus in publicis tabernis utitur. (Aivv) 

Thurignus responds again almost identically: 

Hujus enim Generis sunt . . . cantiones fossorum, metallicorum, equitum, sartorum, 
sutorum & reliquum mechanicorum.  (Pt. 2, p. 14) 

Ferand says that allusions in German texts peter out in mid-century, a good late example being that in 
Herbst’s Musica Poetica (1643). 

Sortisatio ist eine geschwinde und ex tempore entsprungene durch unterschiedliche 
Melodien deß Gesangs eine gehlinge Zusammenorgnung als wann sorte quasi, die Lieder 
unversehens und unverdachtsam formiret und gesungen warden, als da seyn:  
Cantiones equitum, Reuterlieder & metallorum fossorum . . . . (p.4) 

Sortisatio is a rapid and extempore rapidly combined ordering arising by means of 
different melodies of the song, as if by a kind of chance, the songs are formed and sung 
unexpectedly and without forethought, such as:  songs of horsemen, cavalry songs, and 
of metalworkers, of miners . . . . 

Thus, presumably, ends the German tradition of improvised vocal counterpoint, only for it to emerge as 
a living tradition in French cathedrals and churches a century later, as documented by Henry Madin. 
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Chapter 1 

On the Definition of Poetic Music:   

Concerning the Difference between Sortisatio and Composition, 

And Concerning Counterpoint and its Three Species 

 

What is Poetic Music? 

 It is what not by bare speculation only and contemplation of art, nor by practice alone, as it is by 

theory and practice combined, but issuing into a work artfully produces new combinations arising from 

disparate voices. 

What do we call a Poetic Musician? 

 The one who not only thoroughly understands the precepts of music and accordingly manages 

them correctly and well, but the one who putting to the effort the depths of his own genius forges new 

songs and fits pliable sounds to texts with the pious burden of words.  Such an artist does Glareanus 

describe with the name of Symphonist, just as he replaces Cantor by the term Phonascus.6 

Furthermore, such artists came to light first around the year AD 1400 or shortly thereafter.  Dunstable 

the Englishman by whom, the tradition is, figural music was invented.  Dufay7 and Binchois who wrote 

                                                            
6 Phonascus was a term used to identify a singing master, possibly a term parallel in usage to succentor, the 
assistant to the cantor.  The implication seems to refer to Glareanus’ rather self-conscious Greekism—the title of 
his famous work the Dodecachordon itself being a Greekism.The Greek derivatives Symphonist and Phonascus 
replace the Latin compositor and cantor.  See also Ferand “Sodaine,” 26. 
7 The name given here is “Dupsai.”  Two problems are operative throughout Nucius’ text: (1) defects in Latin 
grammar and syntax, and (2) idiosyncratic spelling, especially of names.  In the latter instance he is not entirely at 
fault, for spelling of proper names at this time was very volatile.  To these factors are added that type setting by 
printers was also often troubled.  Given the connection with Binchois and the reference to the plural “quos” the 
most obvious interpretation is that Dupsai is a corruption of Du Fay. 
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the most famous music passed down.8  Johannes Ockeghem,9 Busnois,10 Charonte,11 Josquin, Isaac, 

Crecquillon, Gombert, Clemens non Papa, Senfl, Verdelot, Lerithier,12 Stoltzer, Lemlin, Iacchet,13 

Paminger,14 Heugel,15 Dominique Phinot, Jean Courtois,16 Benedictus Ducis, Claudin de Sermisy,17 

Carpentras [Elzéar Genet],18 and innumerable others, by whose industry no one can not know this noble 

and most illustrious art has been made. 

How many Species does Poetic Music have? 

 One only:  namely counterpoint, which we call by the other name of composition. 

Is There any Difference between Counterpoint and Composition? 

 Some distinguish these words and define each of them thus.  Composition is the collection of 

harmony of diverse parts or voices by means of discrete concords into one; that is, the artful ordering of 

Harmony by means of discrete parts (voces) and distinct concords. 

 Counterpoint, however, is a sudden and unforeseen chance arrangement of plainchant arising 

from diverse melodies.  From this it is clear that counterpoint is to be understood by the name 

sortisatio.  Further, it is sortisatio likewise that is practical19 music, since it is produced by chance 

                                                            
8 This sentence “Dupsai Binchoy per quos Musicam celebriorem redditam scribunt” is not grammatical, so 
translation is guesswork.   
9 As another example of Nucius’ orthography:  the original is Okhenhaim vel Okhenkem.  Nucius seems more than 
usually unfamiliar with the names of previous famous composers. 
10 The spelling here is Busuóe.  Oxford Music Online recognizes the variant “de Busnes.”  Further, a common 
typesetter’s mistake is to invert u and n.  This would result in Busnóe, which seems to justify Busnois. 
11 Nucius’ text reads Charonte Iosquinus, but the text is suspect throughout in regard to punctuation.  The various 
permutations of Josquin offer no suggestion for connecting Charonte with him, so I conclude that a separate 
individual is intended, despite the lack of a comma.  From this point I will silently alter names to modern forms and 
make no further comments except for particular need. 
12 Unknown to Oxford Music Online in this form. 
13 Possibly Jacquet de Berchem (c1505-1567). 
14 Pamminger, possibly Leonhardt Paminger (1495-1567). 
15 Heigell, possibly Johannes Heugel (1500-10?-1585). 
16 Johannes Cortois, probably Jean Courtois (fl. 1530-45). 
17 Claudio, almost certainly de Sermisy (c1490-1562). 
18 Oxford Music Online (c1470-1548). 
19 The term here is usualis musica, music of a practical nature (including folk music) not based on rules.  It is 
normally contrasted with musica regulate or artificialis, composed music that is writing according to rules. 
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without art as a fitting together of unplanned consonances, by means of which form of singing miners, 

metal-workers, horseman, tillers, cobblers, and the rest of the common crowd of craftsmen practice in 

public taverns.20 

Nevertheless, excellent musicians make use of this kind of singing, 

Even those who are in priestly, imperial, and royal institutions 

 Even if the acuteness of the human mind is great and great the ability of the performing 

musicians, even those who sing sortisatio through an entire song, this is parts concordant to the 

plainchant, by the established laws of consonances, they think it good to make intrusions and go 

contrary both to the judgment of reason and to the general body of musicians.  Surely, who is so subtle 

of high genius as to be able to see into the thoughts of another?21  Which, since it is impossible and 

scarcely could be done between two let alone more, even skillful solos, it follows that nothing certain 

can be done in this custom of singing it, which mixes fortuitous consonances and depends on 

uncertainties just as on axioms and principles.  Thus, it happens that a very noble and precise art is 

produced by a process both dubious and uncertain, which all the learned know how absurd it is to 

consider in regard to the proper disciplines.  If foreign nations do not excel us in volubility of tongue and 

agility of voice, to which they become accustomed from boys in the music schools, those cover vices in 

singing and not unjustly demonstrate the faults committed.  Therefore, sortisatio is relegated from all 

this matter, let us teach the precepts of composition unaltered and untroubled and let us found 

harmonious melody upon it.22  Nevertheless, in the beginning of canon (since they are produced by a 

natural order and seem like an innate mental process) such as also in cadences, which musicians call 

                                                            
20 Ferand refers to a manuscript by Heinrich Faber on which Nucius’ present condescension seems to depend.  
“Sodaine,” 17. 
21 The parts are improvised individually and simultaneously, so no one snger can have a distinct idea of what the 
others will do.  Henry Madin gives a colorful description of this practice over a century later, pp. 6-7. 
22 This may be somewhat confusing.  Nucius is saying that he now dismisses improvised counterpoint and will 
discuss “real” counterpoint according to rules.  See the further explanation below, note 23. 
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formal, it is possible to concede something to skill, those who by long practice of the art have developed 

for themselves a certain custom of proceeding in canons. 

What in Beginning of the Art is Required of the Tyro? 

 The study of counterpoint, which teaches by what means the voices in turn have to be placed 

reciprocally with each other in certain distances and succession or progress of harmony.  It is called 

counterpoint, however, on the grounds that when the voices are positioned against each other as an 

ensemble concord is skillfully produced, or, you may say on the grounds that point against a point to the 

way that the notes of Cantus, Altus, Tenor, and Bass are opposed to each other in turn on the five-line 

system, just like soldiers in battle rank. 
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Is Counterpoint of One Kind? 

No, it is of three kinds23 

 Simple24 

 Florid or Fractus25 

 Coloratus26 

 

                                                            
23 This appears to be the proper point at which to sort out [no pun intended] sortisatio in regard to counterpoint 
and composition, so far as this is possible.  Ferand’s article, already cited, helps clarify what is a confused situation.  
Joachim Thuringus’ Opusculum Bipartitum (1625), which gives several evidences of Nucius’ influence, perhaps 
comes as close to clarification as possible.  In Ferand’s formulation, “Musica poetica is here divided into 
contrapunctus and composition, the first into contrapunctus . . . usualis, ‘called also sortistio,’ and contrpunctus 
artificiosus, or verus, ‘called composition,’ of which there are three kinds, contrapunctus simplex, floridus or 
fractus, and coloratus.  The term composition, then, is here used both to distinguish it from improvised 
counterpoint and as a species of non-improvised counterpoint,” “Sodaine,” 22.  Ferand closes with the remark that 
this does not help to clarify much, so we are justified in finding confusing Nucius’ organization, which seems at 
least similar to Thuringus’ own.  Like the later Thuringus, Nucius also seems reluctantly to admit that sortisatio is a 
practice that even refined singers sometimes indulge in. 
24 This will later be called first species. 
25 It appears what is meant will later be called fifth species, use of varying and mixed note values. 
26 This apparently moves beyond the later species counterpoint types and means free polyphony of a variety of 
types. 
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What is Simple Counterpoint 

 It is called Simple from the simplicity and equality of notes and measure, since single notes of 

the same species, of quantity, and value are opposed.  So that one note of the chorus is placed against 

another.  The use of this counterpoint is particular to psalmody and types of song and particularly of 

Lyric Odes. 

 

What is Florid or Fractus Counterpoint? 

 The first inventors of figural27 music established harmonies very similar to Simple 

counterpoint.28  Thereafter, however, music was produced by a more refined industry of the craftsmen.  

Only then was it consistent to have begun florid counterpoint, for from small beginnings honorable 

efforts achieve the greatest increases.  Futhermore, it is called Florid or Fractus counterpoint since we 

adapt, in any way whatever, the elaborated and ornamented notes of diverse figures [i.e., notes] to 

Gregorian or choral chant.  It is called Fractus for the reason that the notes of the remaining voices, 

those that are applied to the chant, are broken up and fragmented into lesser figures of notes, just as if 

resolved into miniatures. 

                                                            
27 The word figura means “note shape” and also a “figure” or musical motive.  I believe the sense here is “music 
written in note values.” 
28 This sentence is not grammatical, I have taken primos figurales Musicae inventores as a misprint for primos 
figuralis Musicae inventores, thus transferring the adjective “figural” from “inventors” to “music,” where it makes 
much better sense. 
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 There is, however, not only a sweetness but also a solemnity peculiar to this counterpoint, for 

which reason it was most pleasing to the older churchmen.  Examples of this species are:  Nun bitten wir 

den H. Geist of Walther,29 Fremuit Spiritu of Clemens,30 also Si diligis me Simon, also Circumdederunt me, 

Josquin’s Stabat Mater,31 of the same Haec dicit Dominus à 6 voices, of the same Huc me sydereo  à 6 

voices, of Adam Rener32 the Officium de Nativitate.  Those who most of all worked in this counterpoint 

are Ludwig Senfl, the student of Isaac, Civis olim Tigurinus, in Vita in Ligno, Ave Rosa,33 Grates nunc 

omnes, Ave Maria, Orlando:  Veni S. Spiritus à 6, Nucius Benedictus Deus à 6. 

What is Colored Counterpoint? 

 When neither a note of choral to choral (as in Simple counterpoint, nor the notes of diverse 

figures [note values] to plainchant as in Florid) are fitted, but an artificial harmony is constituted by 

means of discrete concords, by manifold variety of signs and proportions from diverse figures or notes.  

Songs and motets are commonly called of this counterpoint, perhaps from the multiple changes and 

variety of figures.  As the invention of figures is a great matter, so this species of counterpoint is among 

the first to give delight, so that the harmony produced, deprived of these ornaments, cannot be 

accepted as artful.  Furthermore, the Belgian Johannes Ockeghem formerly excelled in this 

                                                            
29 Here and as follow, references are corrected when information is available.  See Reese, MR, 676. 
30 Reese, MR, 353. 
31 Reese, MR, 253.  Ferand, “Sodaine,” 23 has an interesting discussion as to this work’s imitation of improvised 
vocal counterpoint, cantare super librum; also Ferand “Improvised,” 135. 
32 Nucius has Reiner, according to Oxford Music Online (c1485-c1520). 
33 Reese, MR, 690. 
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counterpoint, who is reported as having exceeded all in his genius and ability, in invention and vigor of 

genius entirely admirable, whom it is clear worked out a certain complex piece in 36 voices.  Similarly, in 

this species did he win the palm, that highest of musicians, coryphaeus34 Jodocus of Prato, who in the 

Belgian language in which he was born the people call Josquin, just as if you say little Jodocum or 

Jodoculum, from his slender and small stature perhaps.  Concerning this most outstanding symphonist, 

such as Glareanus judges in Book 3, chapter 24 of his Dodecachordon, when he says:  If the knowledge 

concerning the twelve modes and the very science of music had possessed this man, our age could have 

produced nothing more renowned nor more magnificent for his innate ability and the vigor of his 

genius.  And shortly thereafter:  No one has more effectively expressed the workings of the soul in song 

than this symphonist, no one has more happily arisen, no one has been able to contend on a level with 

him in grace and facility.  The renowned Jacob Obrecht has also stood out in counterpoint, himself a 

Belgian and teacher of Erasmus of Rotterdam.35  Indeed, among innumerable other monuments of his 

genius, he composed an outstanding mass in one night, which was admired by the learned.  Nor did 

Heinrich Isaac, the German who lived in the time of Poliziano,36 hold last place among this number, and 

on account of his outstanding skill in the art of music was also known among the Italians.  Thus, Petrus 

de Varne,37 Brumel, Johannes Mariton Gallus,38 Pierre de Manchicourt, and many others were 

outstanding, famous craftsmen in this counterpoint, from whose training later ones proceeded who are 

even just like offshoots from a vine:  Nicolaus Gombert the student of Josquin, Nobilis Clemens non 

Papa, Crecquillon, Verdelot, and a thousand others, whose activity is more notable than that it should 

                                                            
34 A transliteration of Greek koryphaios.  Here it seems to be used in reference to a choir master, but in the original 
Greek it has no connection with music, meaning only a head man or leader.  According to Oxford Music Online, 
Josquin is a diminutive of Josse, which is derived from Latin Judocus or Jodocus, and Des Prez a French form of de 
Prato. 
35 Reese, MR, 187. 
36 A fifteenth-century Italian poet. 
37 Unidentified. 
38 According to Oxford Music Online Johannes Gallus [Jean Lecocq] is a rather shadowy mid-16th-century composer. 
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require our acknowledgement.  Let this suffice briefly to have made known concerning the three species 

of counterpoint.  Further, I exhort those learning this art, that once they have learned the precepts of 

concords and discords, they direct effort for some time in simple counterpoint, then in the course of 

time it may be permitted to go on more successfully in the remaining species. 
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